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lems with it such as YouTube being accessible through the devices.
Alvaro Holguin, on the other
hand, has never even used the
laptops because he feels that it’s
ineffective and not easily accessible. As a math teacher, there’s
only so much he can do with it

of the instructors that uses the
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not
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knowledge
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but
topher Ireland, agrees that it is
Co Editor-in-Chief
tions; while it follows the speak- also to improve students’ comhard assign work through Google
ew technologies other than er when they wear a bluetooth munication skills. “I’m scared
Classroom and has only used it
Google Classroom are be- around their neck. Students are for this generation because I feel
to hand out a project to his stuing used in some of the general then expected to watch their video like they don’t know how to indents. However, Ireland does beeducation classes at Kennedy.
lieve that technology can be an
Most teachers at Kennedy
effective way to improve grades
simply use Google Classroom
in his class. YouTube has been
to post assignments as reminda popular tool of his. Videos of
ers, making it an agenda accesoriginal lyrics to existing songs
sible to students online. Some
have helped many of his students
are simply sticking to the Kento memorize formulas for tests.
nedy website due to its features
His goal was to reach his classsuch as scanning assignments
es, but he reports that even people
and uploading a Word document.
from Canada have reached out
However, history teacher Scott
to him and thanked him for the
Petri has gone further than
catchy tunes that help them pass
just using these two websites.
their exams. Ireland is currently
This year he is experimentcoming up with a new video
ing with Swivl and Flipgrid.
featuring the kids at Kennedy.
On Flipgrid, teachers post vidIn the English department Jamie
eos asking questions on a topic
Koskela is using Kahoot to prepare
and the students then must make
kids for tests. She uses the overone in response, discussing their
head projector to display quesanswers and opinions. This plattion and students connect with a
form allows Petri to recognize if
game pin where they can answer
a student is plagiarizing, as they
them. It’s used as a practice test
would be reading off a paper or
where peers can help each other
even pronouncing words wrong.
find answers for the actual tests.
He also enjoys that he can di- Students experimenting with Swirl for the first time while presenting a group projecting in front of their history class Whether or not teachers choose
rectly comment on their post to and grade themselves so Petri can teract with one another. To talk because it’s hard to show work to use the new resources given, it
give feedback, and classmates help improve their weaknesses. It they just text, and in the future through internet. He just feels is becoming more accessible to
can also watch each other’s vid- was bought with a grant that he they’re going to look for jobs that there are other ways to con- be
exposed to new ways of
eos and give their input as well. was given along with two other that require them to socialize nect with students to improve technology. One thing that still is
Flipgrid assignments are posted teachers who also use the de- with employers,” expressed Petri. grades. “We now have 1200 com- required is using Jupiter Ed, and
on his Google Classroom page. vice. Students get distracted from
The Chromebooks that are also puters on campus. This school this is with the purpose of commuSwivl is a robotic system that is instructional time during class. new to Kennedy’s campus help is trying to solve problems by nicating grades and assignments
used along with a mobile app on
The purpose of these two new with this, but there are some prob- wasting money.” Holguin is one with students and parents as well.
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C.S.F officers diligently reviewing their plans for their upcoming community service project in December for a charity organization

Making Way for High Achievement
C.S.F. recognizes students for their hard work
by Cynthia Sanchez

S

News Editor

tudents excelling in their
studies are recognized for their
academic achievement by participating in a student led organization called California Scholarship
Federation, also known as C.S.F.
This statewide organization was
founded by Charles F. Seymour
in 1921; approximately 1,000
schools offer this club to students. In 1925, the board of directors for C.S.F. programmed with
multiple universities that would
allow life members apply for college tuition scholarships. Today

multiple college scholarships
are available to members.
The club’s requirements consists
of passing all classes with a B and
at times one C (depending on the
class) from the prior semester.
Applicants must meet a number
of points on the C.S.F. application scale along with a membership fee of five dollars. Members
renew their membership every
semester, and they decide whether they’d like to be active or inactive members. Active means
they receive updates regarding
meetings, events, projects, etc.
C.S.F. has expanded its growth

in members these past years,
starting from three students in
2013 to sixty students today. Its
growth has shown the importance
of being a part of the club, especially because members are not
only recognized for their high
achievement, but they learn how
to give back to the community.
English teacher Michelle Serrano was approached by officers of
the club in 2013; the officers were
seeking a club adviser because if
one wasn’t found, Kennedy would
lose its membership. Serrano accepted the position; she was not
a member of C.S.F. during her
high school career, but she participated in a similar club know
as the National Honor Society.

President Sofia Avilez, along
with Serrano and the other officers, is very invested in making
C.S.F. a welcoming environment.
They are currently planning a
service project for December.
C.S.F. is partnering with Heifer,
a charity organization. The project consists of donating money
to buy an animal in particular
to feed a family in need. C.S.F.
hopes that other clubs around
Kennedy become involved and
do the same for another family.
Avilez explained that she wants
to be the voice of Kennedy and
honor C.S.F. members for their
diligent school work and encourage them to give back to the community. “I believe C.S.F. gives

students the confidence needed
to continue the successful life
that awaits for them. C.S.F. is my
second family, and I intend to
leave an impact for the future officers and C.S.F.,” stated Avilez.
C.S.F. member Gabriela Martinez has been in the club for
three years. She has participated in every service project
C.S.F. hosts because doing so
has allowed her to build communication skills and interact better with the community.
C.S.F. secretary Monica Luong, has invested her time to this
project. She loved the service
project last year, where members
adopted a soldier and donated
canned food for their Thanksgiving holiday. Luong enjoyed
giving back to the community
and wanted to invest more time
in C.S.F. Earning a position has
allowed her to become more organized for the better of C.S.F.
Luong believes that the club
provides more than a principal's
honor roll. “The honor roll isn’t
enough appreciation for those excelling students. Being a C.S.F.
member allows individuals to acknowledge one another. C.S.F. is
like a small community because
we are alike academically; it’s
a nice setting to be in at Kennedy,” expressed Luong.
C.S.F. hopes to grow in members, it’s an opportunity for students to take advantage of because of the role it has on their
academic lives. C.S.F.’s recognition is an important factor
students
for their hard
work, and it’s an important aspect for their college resumes.

